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Abstract:

Background:

Although some theorists have suggested that pain sensations cannot be part of the dreaming world, research has shown that pain
sensations occur in about 1% of the dreams in healthy persons and in about 30% of patients with acute, severe pain.

Objective:

The present study is the first to study pain dreams in patients with chronic pain.

Method:

A questionnaire was administered to 100 patients with chronic lower back pain and 270 controls.

Results:

The  patients  reported  more  pain  dreams  and  more  negatively  toned  dreams  compared  to  healthy  controls.  In  addition,  patients
reported more often that the dreamed pain persisted into waking state.

Conclusion:

In patients, pain dreams might be instigated by actual pain whereas for healthy persons pain dreams might be pain memories (self-
experienced pain and/or seeing persons in pain). Future research should clarify how pain is processed during sleep. As patients with
chronic  pain  experience  negatively  toned  dreams,  it  will  be  beneficial  to  ask  chronic  pain  patients  about  their  dreams  and,  if
necessary, offer specific treatment options like imagery rehearsal treatment.

Keywords: Pain dreams, dream emotions, chronic back pain, Toned dreams, Pain sensation, imagery rehearsal treatment.

Dreaming has been conceptualized as a virtual reality model of the world [1] or, quite similar, as an organized and
selective simulation of the perceptual world [2]. This implies that the dreamer’s perceptual experiences while dreaming
should be comparable to waking perception. Research has, indeed, found that all dreams include visual perception and
about 50% to 70% auditory perceptions whereas other sensory modalities like tactile sensations, gustatory and olfactory
perceptions are quite rare – only found in about 1% of dreams [3 - 5]. For pain perception in dreams, a long held view
was that pain perception does not exist in dreams, cf. the saying “I had to pinch myself to prove I wasn’t dreaming” [6].
From  an evolutionary  viewpoint,  Symons  [7] argued  that  it  wouldn’t  make  sense  to  produce  pain  hallucinations
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(experiencing pain within in the dream) as a response to pain stimuli during sleep because the cause of acute pain might
be a predator and, thus, should result in an awakening as this is a serious threat to survival and producing offspring.
Several  studies [5,  6,  8]  analyzing laboratory dreams of  healthy participants  (more than 300 dream reports)  indeed
found no direct reference to pain, only one ambiguous reference to pain and, thus, support the notion of “pain-free”
dreams. However, a closer look in the literature and subsequent studies reviewed below showed a different picture.

The first pain dreams were reported by Weygandt [9], he dreamed he was carrying a young lady for a while, not without
trouble and, after waking up, he experienced the same back pain that he had experienced in the dream. His example and
toothache dreams reported by adolescents [10] support the idea that pain sensations present during sleep can affect
dreams in a similar way like external stimuli applied during sleep [11]. Nielsen et al. [12] used blood pressure cuffs
above the knee which were inflated during REM sleep to induce a diffuse pain sensation (dull throbbing, mild aching,
pins and needles sensation). As expected [see 7], the sleeper often awakened during the stimulation but 42 trails have
been successful (i.e., no awakening) and 31.0% of those dreams contained references to pain experiences compared to
4.8%  unstimulated  control  dreams  [12].  In  most  dreams,  the  pain  sensation  was  exactly  the  pain  experience  that
persisted  into  waking;  only  two  dreams  included  pain  sensations  of  other  persons  or  in  other  locations  [12].  A
subsequent study [13], however, using blood pressure cuffs on both hands could not replicate this finding; only two pain
sensations occurred in 251 REM dreams and those two were control dreams without stimulation. The authors explained
this finding by a much lower pain intensity using this paradigm.

The pain sensations in the control conditions raised the question as to whether pain in dreams can occur without actual
pain during sleep. Zadra et al. [14] analyzed 3045 home dream reports and found 18 dreams with explicitly mentioned
pain experiences (0.59%). In only one person did the pain dream correspond to an existing back pain problem in waking
state. The prevalence rates of pain dreams in a student sample (N = 1612 dreams; [15]) and in a long dream series [N =
6541 dreams; 16] were comparable (1.12% and 1.04%, respectively). The detailed analysis of the 68 pain dreams of the
series indicate that in only two cases did the pain persist into the waking state and 79.4% of the dreamed pain situations
(including the cause of pain in these situations) had never been experienced by the dreamer in his waking life [16].
Interestingly, the percentage of pain dreams is higher if specific rating scales asking for pain sensations were provided
after the dream was recorded: 7.06% of 623 dreams [17] and 15% of 162 dreams [18].

Till now, only one study [19] systematically investigated pain dreams in 28 patients with severe pain (burn injuries):
about 30% of all the dreams included pain sensations (using specific scales eliciting pain). A retrospective questionnaire
study [20] in patients with burn injuries yielded similar results.

To summarize, the research thus far has demonstrated that actual pain during sleep can be a stimulus incorporated into
the dream scenario.  Secondly,  it  seems plausible that  pain dreams might also occur without a pain stimulus during
sleep,  i.e.,  the  dream reflects  a  waking-life  pain  experience (pain  memory)  or  even pain  observed in  others  (in  the
media, etc.) since observed pain can activate the corresponding brain areas in congenitally pain-insensitive persons [21].

The present study investigated the prevalence of pain dreams and the emotional tone of dreams in patients with chronic
pain compared to healthy controls. Due to the continuity hypothesis which states that dreams reflect waking life [22]
and the possibility of pain during sleep can cause pain dreams, we expected that patients with chronic pain would report
pain dreams more often; and more often that the pain would persist after waking up. In addition, it was expected that
dream emotions in the patient group were more negative compared to controls,  as the chronic pain disorder causes
significant distress during the day.

METHODS

Dream Questionnaire

For eliciting dream frequency, a 7-point scale (0 = never, 1 = less than once a month, 2 = about once a month, 3 =
about 2 to 3 times a month, 4 = about once a week, 5 = several times a week, 6 = almost every morning) was presented.
The retest reliability of the scale is high (r = .85, 8 weeks interval; [23]). The overall emotional tone of dreams was
measured on a five-point scale (-2 = Very negative, - 1 = Somewhat negative, 0 = Neutral, +1 = Somewhat positive, +2
= Very positive).The retest reliability over a two week period was r = .617 [24].

The participants were asked if they ever had experienced bodily pain within a dream. And if so, they should record
the most recent pain dream as completely as possible. If pain dreams were remembered, the participants should estimate
the percentage of pain dreams with regard to all remembered dreams and whether the pain experienced in the dream
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was similar to pain experienced in the waking state. In addition, they were asked whether the pain experienced in the
dream was still present after waking up.

SF-12 HEALTH SURVEY

The SF-12 Health survey [25] encompasses 12 items about general health, bodily pain, physical functioning, mental
health, vitality, and social functioning. Using regression equations, all twelve items were included in computing the
Physical  Health  Score  and  the  Mental  Health  Score.  Both  variables  were  standardized  using  the  American  Norms
(Mean: 50, Standard Deviation: 10).

PROCEDURE AND PARTICIPANTS

The study was approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Frankfurt.  Overall,  100 patients (63
women, 37 men) who were treated for chronic lower back pain in the outpatient department of the Anesthesia Clinic,
Intensive  Care  Medicine  and Pain  Therapy,  University  Hospital  Frankfurt,  were  included in  the  study.  The  typical
pathologies  were  degenerative  processes  of  the  spinal  disks,  malformation  of  the  lumbar  spine,  or  pain  after  disc
surgery.  Only patients  with  chronic  pain  (more than six  months)  were  included.  Patients  with  a  history  of  a  tumor
disease  were  excluded.  Similarly,  patients  with  acute  pain  conditions  in  addition  to  their  chronic  pain  were  also
excluded. The mean age of the sample was 57.2 years, the standard deviation 11.72 years (range: 20 to 82 years). All
patients were on medication; with only few exceptions on some form of opioid.

The control sample consisted of 270 persons (176 women, 94 men). About half of the participants were psychology
students,  the other participants were recruited within the social network of the second author.  The mean age of the
control sample was 35.94 ± 16.80 yrs. (range: 16 to 83 yrs.). Persons with chronic pain were not included.

Statistical  procedures  were  carried  out  with  the  SAS  9.4  software  package  for  Windows.  Ordinal  regressions
(cumulative  logit  analyses)  were  used  for  analyzing  the  effect  of  different  predictors  on  dream  variables.  For  the
interval  scales,  percentage  of  pain  dreams,  parametric  regression  analyses  have  been  computed.  As  age  differed
significantly between the patient group and the control group (t = -13.6, p < .0001), age was included in the regression
analyses testing group differences.

RESULTS

The distributions for the dream recall frequency scale for the patient sample and the control sample are depicted in
Table 1. The ordinal regression analysis indicated that there was a significant group difference (standardized estimate:
.1551, chi2 = 6.8, p = .0093) with higher dream recall in the patient sample, a significant decline with age (standardized
estimate: -.4006, chi2 = 41.4, p < .0001), and a non-significant gender difference (standardized estimate: .0373, chi2 =
0.5, p = .4620).

Table 1. Dream recall frequency of patients with chronic back pain and healthy controls.

Category Patients
(N = 100)

Control Sample
(N = 270)

Almost every morning 10.0% 8.9%
Several times a week 30.0% 23.3%
About once a week 17.0% 23.3%
About 2 to 3 times a month 13.0% 13.7%
About once a month 12.0% 10.0%
Less than once a month 8.0% 13.7%
Never 17.0% 7.0%

Patients reported more negatively toned dreams compared to the healthy controls (standardized estimate: -.3824,
chi2 = 28.2, p < .0001); age (standardized estimate: .1397, chi2 = 2.2, p = .1397) and gender (standardized estimate: -
.0765, chi2 = 1.7, p = .1889) were not associated with the emotional tone of the dreams. If the two scores of the SF-12
were  also  introduced,  the  group  factor  was  no  longer  significant  whereas  mental  health  and  physical  health  were
independently  related  to  more  positive  dream emotions  (see  Table  2),  i.e.,  the  more  negatively  toned dream in  the
patient group might be explained by their considerably lower scores regarding physical and mental health (see Table 3).
Emotional tone and dream recall frequency were negatively correlated in the patient sample (r = -.341, p = .0011, N =
88) but not in the control sample (r = .004, p = .9534, N = 254).
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Table 2. Ordinal regression analysis for emotional tone of dreams (N = 341).

Variable β χ2 p
Group (1 = Patients, 0 = Controls) .0119 0.0 .9040
Age .1526 3.8 .0523
Gender -.0641 1.2 .2813
Physical Health Score (SF-12) .3988 13.4 .0003
Mental Health Score (SF-12) .4119 35.1 <.0001
β = Standardized estimates

Table 3. Dream variables and SF-12 scores of patients with chronic back pain and healthy controls.

Category Patients
(N = 100)

Control Sample
(N = 270)

Dream recall frequency 3.14 ± 2.00 3.38 ± 1.76
Emotional tone of dreams1 -0.32 ± 1.00 0.22 ± 0.74
Pain dreams 16.0% 8.5%
Physical Health Score2 28.03 ± 6.95 50.53 ± 8.08

Mental Health Score2 40.09 ± 11.87 47.69 ± 9.36
1N = 88 for patients, N = 253 for control sample, 2N = 99 for patients, N = 267 for control sample

Sixteen  patients  (16%)  and  twenty-three  controls  (9%)  reported  that  they  had  experienced  bodily  pain  in  their
dreams (see Table 2). This group difference is significant (standardized estimate: .3688, chi2  = 8.8, p = .0030); age
(standardized estimate: -.3154, chi2 = 4.6, p = .0316); gender (standardized estimate: -.1025, chi2 = 1.2, p = .2720), and
dream recall frequency (standardized estimate: .2411, chi2 = 4.5, p = .0331). In addition to the group difference, older
persons tended to report pain dreams less often, and persons with higher dream recall were more likely to report pain
dreams. In the patient group, reporting pain dreams was negatively associated with physical health (r = -.191, p = .0578,
N = 99) and mental health (r = -.266, p = .0078, N = 99). In the control group, only mental health was related to pain
dreams (r = -.128, p = .0367, N = 267) but not physical health (r = .038, p = .5367, N = 267).

Of the 16 patients who reported that  they had pain dreams, four patients were not  able to recall  a  specific pain
dream. The remaining 14 pain dreams could be divided into four groups: realistic pain dreams like experiencing severe
back pain (N = 4),  dreams of being chased (N = 4) with one dream including dogs biting the dreamer in his  back,
dreams of falling (N = 2) with one dream in which the dreamer fell off a cliff and banged against the rocks, and bizarre
pain dreams (N = 2), e.g.,  the left foot of the dreamer was lying in a fire. Twenty participants of the control group
reported a most recent pain dream: Most of them (N = 9) were realistic but unusual pain experiences, e.g., snake biting
the finger, loss of teeth, stabs with a knife, five dreams included realistic pain experiences like stomach ache, bang
one’s foot at a wall, three dreams were falling dreams with painful landings, and three dreams are clearly related to
actual pain causing the awakening, due to leg posture or a hand that went numb with excessive prickling and led to
awakening; one of the dreams included a pet panther biting the dreamer in his hand which prickled after waking up.

If pain dreams were remembered, the percentage of pain dreams with regard to all remembered dreams was much
higher in patients with chronic back pain compared to controls: 47.80 ± 26.14% (N = 15 patients) vs. 17.52 ± 18.09%
(N = 23 controls), group effect (F = 5.1, p = .0288), age effect (F = 0.0, p = .9813), and gender effect (F = 0.4, p =
.5486) using a linear regression analysis.

Table 4. Pain quality experienced in the dream by patients with chronic back pain and healthy controls.

Category Patients
(N = 16)

Control Sample
(N = 211)

Similar to waking pain experiences 8 12
Different from waking pain experiences 3 8
Don’t remember 5 1

1N = 2 missing values

The estimates regarding quality of pain experienced in the dream are shown in Table 4. Most pain experiences were
rated  as  similar  to  waking life,  the  reason for  stating  a  difference  was  most  often  a  different  location  compared to
waking  pain.  The  two  groups  did  not  differ  regarding  their  estimates  regarding  similarity  and  differences  between
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dreamed pain  and waking pain  (Chi2  =  0.5,  p  =  .4786).  More  patients  reported  that  pain  persisted  after  waking up
compared to the control group (Chi2 = 5.8, p = .0156) (see Table 5).

Table 5. Pain persisting after waking up (patients with chronic back pain and healthy controls).

Category Patients
(N = 16)

Control Sample
(N = 23)

Pain did not persist after waking up 1 10
Pain persisted after waking up 12 11
Don’t remember 3 2

DISCUSSION

Overall, the findings showed that patients with chronic back pain reported pain dreams more often than controls
thereby indicating that pain sensations are part of the virtual dream world. In patients, it seems likely that actual pain is
the instigator of pain sensations in dreams (pain persisted upon awakening) but for controls it might be more often pain
memories.  Moreover,  dream  emotions  were  more  negative  in  patients  compared  to  controls,  mainly  due  to  their
impaired mental and physical health.

First, it has to be noted that the patients’ dream recall frequencies were higher than those of the control group. One
explanation might be a selection bias, i.e., only patients with high dream recall would like to participate in a study about
dreaming and pain. The data of Table 1, however, indicate a large variance in dream recall in the patient sample, i.e.,
also patients with low dream recall participated. Another plausible explanation might be that dream recall frequency is
increased in these patients because negatively toned dreams, especially nightmares, are more easily remembered than
neutral  dreams  [26];  supported  by  the  negative  correlation  between  dream  emotions  and  dream  recall  frequency.
Another possible factor that might have increased dream recall frequency are nocturnal awakenings due to pain; this
variable was not elicited in the present study but previous research [27] showed that, for example, the heightened dream
recall  in  insomnia  patients  compared  to  healthy  controls  was  explained  by  their  higher  frequency  of  nocturnal
awakenings.

In this first study of pain dreams in a clinical population of chronic pain patients, a relatively simple questionnaire
was used to elicit the occurrence of pain dreams. In order to obtain information closer to the actual event (remembering
a dream, persistence of dream pain into waking), it would be very interesting to use dream diaries in this patient group
including measures of pain intensity during the day. Using more sophisticated methods, like REM awakenings in the
sleep laboratory do not seem to be practical as pain dream frequency is relatively low. On the other hand, that would be
the  only  approach  to  differentiate  between  thoughts  during  nocturnal  periods  of  wakefulness  and  REM  or  NREM
dreaming – although previous studies in patients with sleep disorders [28] indicate that most persons can differentiate
between these two phenomena.

Even though pain dream frequency was higher in the patient sample compared to the control sample – and, thus,
supporting  the  continuity  hypothesis  of  dreaming  [22]  –  it  should  be  noted  that  the  majority  of  chronic  back  pain
patients did not report pain dreams. The simplest explanation is, of course, dream recall itself: we found a significant
effect of dream recall frequency on reporting pain dreams. One feasible option would be to use dream diaries because it
has been shown that keeping a dream diary can increase dream recall frequency, especially in low dream recallers [29].

Another  factor  that  might  play  a  role  is  novelty:  we  studied  chronic  patients  experiencing  pain  for  at  least  six
months. In sleep apnea patients, for example, the severe physiological changes due to oxygen desaturations during sleep
scarcely affect dream content [30]. In order to test this hypothesis,  it  would be interesting to carry out longitudinal
studies  –  if  possible  as  close  to  the  onset  of  pain  as  possible.  Despite  the  much higher  percentage of  pain  dreams,
Raymond et al. [19] also noted that even severe and acute pain (burn victims) does not affect dreaming in the majority
of the patients and speculated that there might be a reduced processing of pain sensation during sleep, especially REM
sleep. Some evidence for that hypothesis is also provided by the present data as some pain dreams included nightmarish
themes like being chased or falling. If the dreamer hadn’t awakened due to the dramatic dream emotions, she or he
might have slept soundly through this REM period and would not have remembered the pain sensations in this dream.
Since the study of Nielsen et al. [12] is the only one so far using experimental induction of pain during sleep, it would
be very interesting to study the effect of different types of pain stimuli on dream content; being aware of the fact that
those stimuli should be below the awakening threshold. These results then could be compared to stimulation studies
using other sensory modalities like sound, touch, or smell [11].
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For patients with chronic back pain, the most likely cause of their pain dreams is actual pain because a high number
of patients stating that pain persisted after waking. On the other hand, a significant number of healthy persons stated no
persistence of the dreamed pain into the waking state, i.e., these pain dreams might be a reflection of pain memories
[15, 16]. To elucidate this hypothesis, it would be very interesting to study persons with periodic pain, e.g., persons with
migraine, and compare pain dream frequencies in pain-free intervals with pain dream frequencies during their attacks.
Interestingly,  the  dreams before  waking up with  a  migraine  attack are  characterized by more  anger  and aggressive
interactions [31] compared to awakenings without migraine but pain dreams have never been studied in that population.
It  would  also  be  very  interesting  to  study  the  hypothesis  that  dreams  can  not  only  reflect  pain  experienced  by  the
dreamer in his or her waking life but might also reflect situations in which the person has seen another person in pain in
real-life or via media.  A considerable number of healthy participants said that the pain was different from the pain
experienced  in  waking  life  and  Schredl  [16]  also  reported  that  pain  dreams  could  include  pain  sensations  never
experienced  in  the  dreamer’s  waking-life.  One  experimental  design  could  be  showing  participants´  video  clips  of
persons in pain and then recording subsequent dreams.

Patients with chronic back pain reported more negatively toned dreams compared to the control group. One might
speculate whether this might be related to possible side effects of pain medication, However, the difference could be
explained  by  lower  mental  health  and  lower  physical  health  and,  thus,  render  a  simple  pharmacological  effects  of
opioids  unlikely.  Unfortunately,  the  sample  without  opioids  was  too  small  to  conduct  meaningful  statistical
comparisons.  In  addition,  the  findings  are  in  line  with  the  literature  reporting  a  close  correlation  between negative
dreams and psychopathology [32] and between negative dreams and physical well-being [33]. As physical health is also
related to the most intensive form of negative dreaming, i.e., nightmares, it would be very interesting to study nightmare
frequency in this patient group; especially in view of the fact that some reported pain dreams are nightmarish. From a
clinical viewpoint, it would be relevant not only to measure nightmare frequency but also the presence of a nightmare
disorder,  i.e.,  nightmares  which  cause  significant  distress  and  impaired  daytime  functioning  [34].  As  nightmare
frequency is related to physical health [35], one would expect increased prevalence rates in chronic pain patients and,
thus, offering specialized treatment, e.g., imagery rehearsal therapy [36], might be beneficial for this patient group.

CONCLUSION

To  summarize,  patients  with  chronic  back  pain  reported  more  pain  dreams  and  more  negatively  toned  dreams
compared to  healthy controls.  As this  is  the first  dream study in chronic  pain,  further  research must  elucidate  pain
processing during sleep, i.e., how pain stimuli during sleep affect dreams and whether pain memories (self-experienced
pain and/or seeing persons in pain) also contribute to the occurrence of pain dreams. Since these patients experience
negatively toned dreams, it will be beneficial to ask chronic pain patients about their dreams and, if necessary, offer
treatment options.
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